
 

 



 
 
Over the past weekend, the 6th round of the Herzt Fim Trial World 
Championship 2023 was held in Sestriere, Italy. The competition took place in a 
tourist location at an altitude of 2000 metres, offering a stunning panorama, 
which attracted over 3000 visitors. 
 
The track was organised into 12 zones to be repeated over the two days of the 
competition and was structured in three main areas: a first indoor zone was 
located in the town; from zone two to zone six, riders headed up a mountain 
ridge characterised by huge stones, extremely hard to climb given the steepness 
of the track. From zone seven to twelve, riders rode through a pinegrove 
characterised by fast and peculiar turns with gravel, which tested the riders' 
ability to make the bike run; the track ended with a highly impressive rock, where 
one could witness the riders' jumps and evolutions. 
 
On the first day of competition some excellent results were recorded for Team 
Trial Factory. 
 
In TrialGP Matteo Grattarola finished in 2nd position, at the end of an 
impressive racing day; while Aniol Gelabert, also capable of an excellent race, 
finished in 6th position. 
 
In Trial 2 Harry Hemingway ended in 8th position. 
 
An excellent day's racing for George Hemingway, who completed in 1st position 
in Trial 3 with a good lead over his pursuers. In the same category also worth 
highlighting are the performances of Romeo Piquet and Mirko Pedretti, 
respectively 5th and 7th. 
 



In TrialGP Women, Andrea Sofia Rabino came 3rd, unfortunately suffering a 
mistake in zone 1 that compromised her 2nd position. 
 
In the Trial 2 Woman excellent performances by Laia Pi Ramirez, who came 3rd 
on the podium in equal points with the 2nd classified. A good performance also 
for Seline Meling, who finished in 5th position. 
 
On the second day of competition Beta riders were a bit more unlucky. 
 
In TrialGP, Matteo Grattarola ended 5th and Aniol Gelabert 7th. 
 
In Trial 2 Harry Hemingway slipped to 12th, while Carloalberto Rabino, who 
improved on the previous day's result and got a good 7th position. 
 
A good 2nd position for Romeo Piquet in the Trial 3, in front of George 
Hemingway, 3rd, who in any case confirmed his Leadership in the Championship. 
 
In the TrialGP Women Andrea Sofia Rabino finished 3rd, on equal points with 
2nd, with only the disadvantage of the racing time. 
 
In the Trial2 Women Seline Meling climbed onto the 3rd step of the podium. 
 
Next appointment for the Herzt Fim Trial World Championship 2023 on 2nd and 
3rd September in Vertolaye, France. 
 

 
 



 
 
 


